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Abstract
The objective of this study was to determine predictors and develop a prognostic model for preeclampsia (PE) and adverse 

perinatal outcomes in pregnant women with chronic arterial hypertension (CAH).
Methods and Results: The study cohort included pregnant women (n=376) with hypertensive disorders: Group 1 –pregnant 

women with CAH (n=134), Group 2 – with PE on the background of CAH (n=242). Healthy pregnant women made up the control 
group (n=34). The diagnosis of pregnant women with CAH was made on the basis of existing national and foreign recommendations 
that an increase in SBP ≥140 mmHg and/or DBP ≥ 90 mmHg indicates CAH. All patients underwent the following examinations: 
a survey on a special questionnaire; an anthropometric examination;  physical examination; an assessment of the content of uric 
acid (UA) in the blood serum and microalbuminuria (MAU) in the urine at 6-8 and 16-17 weeks of pregnancy; 12-lead ECG, 
echocardiography, 24-hour ambulatory blood pressure monitoring, sonography of the uterus, fetus, and placenta at 6-8 and 16-
18 weeks. It was found that an inappropriate left ventricular mass (LVM) in pregnant women with CAH, a certain “phenotype” 
of 24-hour ABPM and indicators of metabolic disorders demonstrate the systemic nature of organ damage and appear to be a 
predictor of adverse perinatal outcomes and the development of PE. The revealed changes in the LV structure, which are more 
significant in PE on the background of CAH, suggest the association of concentric left ventricular hypertrophy and disorders of 
uteroplacental blood flow. Detecting abnormal blood flow from early pregnancy will reduce not only perinatal morbidity and 
premature birth, but also the probability of organ (LV myocardium, kidney) damage in women with CAH. To predict the risks 
of adverse perinatal outcomes in pregnant women with CAH and PE, a number of factors were identified that have a statistically 
significant relationship with the studied complications.  The developed model makes it possible to predict the probability of PE 
and unfavorable perinatal outcomes in pregnant women suffering from CAH with high efficiency (91.1%).(International Journal 
of Biomedicine. 2021;11(4):422-427.) 
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Introduction
Chronic arterial hypertension (CAH), defined by clinical 

practice guidelines as SBP (≥140 mmHg) and or DBP ((≥90 
mmHg) before pregnancy or up to 20 weeks, complicates up 
to 5% of pregnancies.(1,2) Modern advances in the study of 
hypertensive disorders in pregnant women indicate the need 
to expand the possibilities of preclinical PE prediction on the 
background of CAH.(3,4) CAH is regarded as an independent 
clinical risk factor for PE.(5) The probability of developing 
PE on the background of CAH is 20%-30%,(2-4) with severe 
hypertension (>170/110 mmHg) – 46%.(6)

ABPM is considered to be a better predictor of PE and 
FGR than conventional office monitoring, but it is not sensitive 
or specific enough for routine screening.(7) In pregnant women 
with CAH, an unfavorable prognostic value is reported if 
there is no physiological decrease in BP at night or an increase 
in average nighttime BP. A chronic increase in BP without 
damage to target organs with stable indicators is associated 
with a smaller negative effect on the condition of the pregnant 
woman and the fetus than with PE.(8) Magee et al.(9) showed 
that “less strict” control of DBP does not lead to worsening of 
perinatal outcomes, compared to “strict” control, but increases 
the probability of severe hypertension.

Numerous studies indicate hypertension as a risk factor 
for pregnancy complications;(10) however, the prognostic 
value of the structure and function of the left ventricular (LV) 
myocardium in pregnant women with CAH for the purpose 
of individualizing treatment appears to be poorly studied. 
The data on LVDD in pregnant women with CAH, which is 
effectively diagnosed by TDI, are widely presented.(11)

During pregnancy, MAU is considered as a preclinical 
marker of kidney damage in CAH; after 20 weeks, it proves 
to be a predictor of early PE in the presence of CAH.(12) 

High sensitivity and low positive significance of MAU in 
predicting PE (88.9% and 22.2%, respectively) were shown 
by Wang et al.(13) Proteinuria threshold values for predicting 
adverse perinatal outcomes range from 300 mg/day to 500 
mg/day.(14)

An increase in UA levels is associated with the 
development of PE;(15) a stronger connection is found in 
gestational hypertension.(16) Hyperuricemia (HU) is considered 
as a marker of inflammation of the trophoblast and placenta, 
development of fetal growth retardation (FGR),(17) and 
premature birth in pregnant women with PE.(18) It is reported 
that HU is associated with low gestational age and low 
weight of newborns, regardless of the presence or absence of 
proteinuria in pregnant women with CAH.(19)

The objective of this study was to determine predictors 
and develop a prognostic model for PE and adverse perinatal 
outcomes in pregnant women with CAH.

Materials and Methods
The study cohort included pregnant women (n=376) 

with hypertensive disorders: Group 1 – pregnant women 
with CAH (n=134), Group 2 – with PE on the background of 
CAH (n=242). Healthy pregnant women made up the control 

group (n=34). Written informed consent was obtained from 
all participants.

Inclusion criteria: single-child progressing pregnancy, 
the presence of CAH confirmed before pregnancy, the 
woman’s informed consent for the use of biological material 
for scientific purposes.

The diagnosis of pregnant women with CAH was made 
on the basis of existing national and foreign recommendations 
that an increase in SBP ≥140 mmHg and/or DBP ≥90 mmHg 
indicates CAH. The program of a patient’s examination 
included a survey on a special questionnaire and an 
anthropometric examination using a standard method with the 
calculation of the BMI (kg/m²). In all women, we assessed the 
content of UA in the blood serum and MAU in the urine at 6-8 
and 16-17 weeks of pregnancy.

Office BP was measured using a mercury 
sphygmomanometer, according to Korotkov’s method. BP was 
measured 3 times, and the means of these measurements were 
used in the analyses. The 24-hour ABPM was performed at 10-
11, 21-22 and 32-33 weeks of pregnancy. The device was set 
to obtain BP readings at 15 min intervals during the day (7am–
11pm) and at 30 min intervals during the night (11pm–7am).

The following BP indicators were taken into account: 
systolic (SBP), diastolic (DBP), pulse, mean arterial pressure 
(MAP). The degree of nighttime BP reduction, or daily index, 
was defined as the ratio of the difference between daytime 
and nighttime BP to daytime BP (in %). Nocturnal dipping 
was defined as a reduction in average SBP and DBP at night 
greater than 10% compared with average daytime values

Echocardiography was carried out according 
to the recommendations of the American Society of 
Echocardiography(20) in M- and B-modes. LVM was calculated 
using the formula R. Devereux.(21) The appropriate LVMM (in 
relation to height, SBP, gender, shock load) was determined (22): 
predicted LVM = 55.37 + 6.64 × height (m2.7) + 0.64 × SW 
(g-m/beat) – 18.07 × gender, where SW (stroke work) in gram-
meters/beat [g-m/beat]) was computed as follows:  cuff SBP × 
stroke volume × 0.0144; female gender coefficient = 2.

Observed LVM (oLVM) was divided by predicted LVM 
(pLVM) and was expressed as a percentage (oLVM/pLVM). 
Inappropriate LVM was defined as an excess of >28% from 
the predicted value (ie, oLVM/pLVM >128%).

RWT was calculated as IVST+LVPWT)/LV EDD. 
Increased RWT was defined as ≥0.45.(23) 

LVMI was determined by dividing the LVMs by the 
body surface area in m2. A cut-off of 110 g/m2 was used to 
define an increased LVMI.(24)

Four types of different LV geometry patterns were 
defined based on LVMI and RWT, as recommended by the 
American Society of Echocardiography(25):

-normal geometry (normal LV mass index and normal 
RWT), 

-concentric remodelling (normal LV mass index but 
increased RWT), 

-concentric hypertrophy (increased LV mass index and 
increased RWT),

-eccentric hypertrophy (increased LV mass index but 
normal RWT).
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LV diastolic function was analyzed by tissue Doppler 
imaging.

Sonography of the uterus, fetus, and placenta was 
performed in real time according to the generally accepted 
method. Blood flow Dopplerometry at 6-8 and 16-18 weeks 
included the measurement of indices in the UA, after 24 weeks 
– in the UA, UCA and middle cerebral arteries of the fetus. 
The pulsation index (PI), resistance index (RI), and systolic-
diastolic ratio (SDR) were assessed.

Statistical analysis was performed using statistical 
software package SPSS version 19.0 (Armonk, NY: IBM 
Corp.). The normality of distribution of continuous variables 
was tested by the Shapiro-Wilk test. Baseline characteristics 
were summarized as frequencies and percentages for categorical 
variables and as mean (M) and standard error of the mean (SEM) 
for continuous variables.  Student’s unpaired t-test was used 
to compare average values for data with normal distribution. 
Group comparisons with respect to categorical variables are 
performed using chi-square tests with Yates correction or, 
alternatively, Fisher’s exact test when expected cell counts 
were less than 5. A probability value of P≤0.05 was considered 
statistically significant.

Results and Discussion
The average age of women in Group 1 was slightly 

higher than in Group 2 (Table 1). Excess body weight (BMI 
≥25 kg/m2) was detected in both trimesters to a greater extent 
in pregnant women in Group 2. 

The study of the physiological functions of newborns 
revealed lower 1-minute and 5-minute Apgar scores in 
newborns from mothers of Group 2 and low birth weight, 
compared to the control group.

In general, 36.4% of newborns from mothers of Groups 1 
and 2 had hypotrophy versus 8.8% of newborns from mothers 
of the control group (P=0.007). Cerebral ischemia was detected 
in 41.7% of newborns from mothers of Groups 1 and 2 versus 
8.8% of newborns from mothers of the control group (P=0.003). 
Morphofunctional dismaturity was detected in 41.7% of 
newborns from mothers of Groups 1 and 2 and only in 2.9% 
newborns from mothers of the control group (P<0.05).

To predict the risks of adverse perinatal outcomes in 
pregnant women with CAH and PE, a number of factors were 
identified that have a statistically significant relationship with 
the studied complications (Table 2).

The identification of the presented risk factors made it 
possible to build a predictive model of the probability of the 
phenomena under study in each individual case.

The calculation was carried out according to the 
formula: P = 1 / (1 + e ^ (- z)), z = a0 + a1x1 + a2x2 + a3x3 + ... 
+ anxn, where p is the probability of the outcome, x1 ... xn are 
the values of the predictors measured in a nominal, ordinal or 
quantitative scale, a1 ... an - regression coefficients.

The ROC (Receiver Operating Characteristic) analysis 
confirmed the high diagnostic value of the obtained model 
(Figure 1). The effectiveness of the prognostic model for 
identifying the contingent with the risk of developing 
PE and unfavorable perinatal outcomes was confirmed 

by AUC–0.92. The Nagelkerke index (0.75) indicates the 
possibility of explaining 75.0% of the variance of the variables. 
The high prognostic value of the model with a selection of 

Table 1. 
Characteristics of pregnant women and newborns in groups with 
hypertensive disorders

Variable Group 1 Group 2 P-value
Age, yrs 34.6±3.7 28.4±2.6  0.171   
BMI in the second trimester,
kg/m2 25.8±2.9 26.5±3.8 0.884

BMI in the third trimester,
kg/m2 26.7±3.2 28.2±1.7 0.679

BMI>25 kg/m2 in the second
trimester 49(28.5%) 91(44.6%) 0.841

BMI>25 kg/m2 in the third
trimester 59(34.3) 109(53.4%) 0.849

1-minute Apgar score 7.4±0.6 6.8±0.3 0.372
5-minute Apgar score 8.2±0.4 7.5±0.3 0.162
Birth weight, g 3152±320 2950.0±360 0.675
Hypotrophy of newborns 59(34.3%) 78(38.2%) 0.023
Morphofunctional
dismaturity of newborns 39(22.7%) 64(31.4%) 0.580

Cerebral ischemia of
newborns 66(38.4%) 92 (45.1%) 0.034

Table 2.
Risk factors for adverse perinatal outcomes in the presence of CAH 
and the development of PE

Factors Regression
coefficient В

Wald 
Statistics

χ2
P-value Exp B

UA >370 mmol/l 2.0 13.9 0.000 7.8
MAU 0.96 4,2 0,04 2.6
LVDD 1.5 9.1 0,003 4.5
oLVM/pLVM >128% 1.9 14.4 0.000 6.5
Daily DBP >60 mmHg in
the first half of pregnancy 1.1 4.6 0.03 2.8

Concentric LVH 1.2 4.4 0.035 3.4
Lack of early
antihypertensive therapy 1.8 9.6 0.002 6.4

Lack of placental
insufficiency prevention 1.6 9.5 0.002 4.9

PI (>1.55) in the uterine
artery at 6-8 weeks 1.3 4.9 0.027 3.8

Night-pickers 1.9 14.8 0,000 7.3
BMI > 25 kg/m2 1.5 9.0 0.003 4.4
Daily DBP>68 mmHg in
the second half of pregnancy 1.1 5.1 0.024 2.9

Daily index (DBP) <10 -1.7 12.9 0.000 0.180
PI (>1.35) in UAr at 16-18
weeks 2.3 17.0 0.000 10.1

Constant -8.2 44.7 0.000 0.000
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predictors is proved by the following criteria: sensitivity – 
84.3%, specificity – 93.8%, diagnostic efficiency – 91.1%, 
PPV (positive predictive value) – 96.5%, and NPV (negative 
predictive value) – 82.0%.The cut-off criterion (0.5) is a sign of 
high predictive efficiency of the model, which is realized when 
the indicator is more than 0.5.

We have selected factors whose influence on the 
development of PE and adverse perinatal outcomes has been 
confirmed by many studies.

Evaluation of the uterine blood flow parameters as 
predictors of the consequences of limiting trophoblast 
invasion by the level of the decidual vascular segment allows 
us to identify violations of the cellular-molecular interactions 
between the mother and the fetus from the early stages of 
pregnancy.(26,27)

Our data confirm the informative value of the assessment 
of the PI in the UAr at 7-8 weeks (>0.55) and at 16-18 weeks 
(>1.35) for detecting placental abnormalities and predicting 
PE in pregnant women with hypertensive disorders from early 
pregnancy.(28) The diagnostic significance of measuring PI 
in UAr in each trimester of pregnancy (11-13.6 weeks, 20-
22.6 and 32-33.6 weeks) has been shown earlier, along with 
other factors (age of the pregnant woman, presence of CAH, 
PE in the anamnesis).(29) The expert assessment recognized 
the greatest effectiveness of the prognostic model of the third 
trimester (sensitivity – 79%, specificity – 82%).

The role of excess body weight as a factor predisposing 
to the development of CAH and PE has also been noted earlier. 

The obvious advantages of ABPM in predicting the risks 
of PE are determined by the detection of night hypertension,(7) 

belonging to night-pickers on the background of an average 
daily DBP >60 mmHg in the first half of pregnancy and 
>68mmHg in the second half – as predictors of unfavorable 

perinatal outcomes. Similar data on an increase in the risk of 
PE with mean DBP of ≥75 mmHg and MBP of ≥90 mmHg at 
13–20 weeks of pregnancy are given by other authors.(30)

LV geometry analysis turned out to be informative from 
the standpoint of clarifying the presence of organ damage – 
the myocardium, kidneys and blood vessels, identified more 
often with prolonged hypertension. The process of cardiac 
remodeling, caused by a change in the thickness-radius 
ratio of the LV myocardium, with a greater LVM on the PE 
background, was realized in a change in the geometry of the 
concentric type, more often hypertrophy than remodeling.

The frequency of LV remodeling in pregnant women 
with CAH in the second trimester (76.3%) and the third 
trimester (85.4%) was higher than in foreign sources.(31) 

This fact is probably due to the high frequency of delayed 
hypotensive therapy in the sample. 

Conclusions about the adverse effect of abnormal LV 
geometry on the prognosis of the disease prevail in concentric 
hypertrophy.(32) An increase of concentric LVH (from 28.2% 
to 38.6%) by the third trimester indicates the expediency of 
identifying women who are threatened by the progression of 
CAH.

The introduction of the variable oLVM/pLVM, which 
allows us to differentiate the risk group for severe hypertension 
and PE with an indicator “>128%,” showing the presence of 
inappropriate LVM, regardless of the type of LVH, seems 
optimal when examining women with CAH.

The significance of LVDD, which is more often 
diagnosed in severe hypertension and the development of PE, 
has been confirmed by studies. In particular,  Castleman et 
al. noted that in pregnancies complicated by CAH and PE, 
differentiating features from normal pregnancy were LV wall 
thickness of ≥1.0 cm, exaggerated reduction in E/A, and 
lateral e’ of <14 cm/s.(33)

Thus, monitoring of the LV myocardium makes it 
possible to stratify pregnant women in a timely manner by 
risk groups for the development of severe hypertension, 
the most significant in the absence of early hypotensive 
therapy. We believe that the assessment of LV function using 
echocardiography for women with long-term hypertension 
(more than two years) before planning pregnancy is reasonable.

Our data allow us to disagree with the opinion that 
routine testing for HU is inexpedient.(34) The UA level >370 
μmol/l is defined as a predictor of PE, preceding changes in 
the structure and function of the LV myocardium in pregnant 
women with CAH. The association of hyperuricemia with 
proteinuria and increased DBP, and with unfavorable perinatal 
outcomes, has been confirmed, in contrast to the findings of 
other authors.(35)

The presence of HU and MAU in pregnant women with 
CAH indicates a decrease in renal excretion on the background 
of parenchymal damage.(36,37) The absence of proteinuria in 
CAH should be considered as an organ-protective factor.

Data on the possibility of predicting premature birth, 
early PE and FGR in pregnant women with impaired uterine 
blood flow in UA and abnormal biochemical tests explain 
the prognostic role of the absence of placental insufficiency 
prevention in CAH.

Fig. 1. The prognostic model for predicting the risk of 
developing PE and unfavorable perinatal outcomes
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Conclusion
Thus, an inappropriate LVM in pregnant women with 

CAH, a certain “phenotype” of 24-hour ABPM and indicators 
of metabolic disorders demonstrate the systemic nature of 
organ damage and appear to be a predictor of adverse perinatal 
outcomes and the development of PE. The revealed changes 
in the LV structure, which are more significant in PE on the 
background of CAH, suggest the association of concentric 
LVH and disorders of uteroplacental blood flow. Detecting 
abnormal blood flow from early pregnancy will reduce not 
only perinatal morbidity and premature birth, but also the 
probability of organ (LV myocardium, kidney) damage in 
women with CAH. The developed model makes it possible 
to predict the probability of PE and unfavorable perinatal 
outcomes in pregnant women suffering from CAH with high 
efficiency (91.1%).
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